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Frederick William Dame 

 

YOU WILL KNOW THE TRUTH 

*** 

The following essay-report with commentary is an answer to Dr. Christoph Kohl, 

Cathedral Dean & Cathedral Curator, Roman Catholic Cathedral, Speyer, Federal 

Republic of Germany and his message via radio on 29 August 2019.  I answered Dr. 

Kohl in German.   I have translated Dr. Kohl's radio message and my comments thereto 

into English. 

*** 

Gruß Gott (Greetings from God, not from Allah) Dr. Christoph Kohl! 

I listened to your contribution to Kirche in SWR (Church  Message in the Southwest 

Broadcasting Radio) on 29 August 2019. 

I have copied your text to this email, and my comments thereto are in red.  This is 

followed by information to assist you in broadening your horizon regarding Islam and 

Muslims! 

*** 

Car accident with total loss. 

Thank God the driver survived safely.  However, he doesn't have a car anymore.  The 

Muslim neighbors notice that.  So two of them come and everyone says to the driver 

that he can have his car if he needs it, the driver just has to say it.  And then there is a 

third neighbor, his hands crossed on his back.  He says to the unfortunate driver:  "I 

know that you depend on a car every day for your life and for your work".  Then he 

pulls out his hands behind his back.  In it he holds the vehicle papers and keys of his 

car:  "Here you have my car, it's right outside the door.  You can use it as long as you 
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need it."  It took two months for the new car to arrive, and during this time the neighbor 

walked to work ... . 

A priest who lives in a monastery in the middle of Morocco experienced this.  For him, 

it is one of the many examples of the friendship the Muslim neighbors have with them, 

the Christian monks. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  This is nothing more than human behavior in a peaceful 

fashion.  The Koran forbids Muslims to make friendships with non-Believers (Kafirs) 

(Koran Sura 3:28), unless the Muslim's goal is to convince the Kafir that Islam is 

peaceful, tolerant, and positive.) 

For 15 days, I was on a study trip with a group through Morocco, an Islamic country. 

Some of us were curious to see how the people were.  And we came back with very 

positive impressions.  We were impressed by the warm openness and hospitality of 

the people. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  Hospitality and openness have nothing to do with being 

Muslim or believing in Islam.  Hospitality and superficial openness have their roots in 

Bedouin behavior, indeed, in all migrant people's behavior such as the pre-Islamic era 

Arabs, because it is a strategy to live a successful life in the desert atmosphere. 

These attitudes are also related to their Islamic faith. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  No!  This does not belong as a part of Islam unless it is a 

taqiyya (deception) method to advance Islam.  The roots are in the Bedouin culture 

and in the culture of nomadic peoples.) 

In Marrakesh, we experienced how 10,000 people flocked from the Koutoubia Mosque 

after the Friday prayer – every Friday so many come to the main mosque of the city.  

As a German pastor, one could become jealous! 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  As many Muslims as possible attend the Friday prayer 

because the Koran says that if one is healthy, not attending is a possible rejection of 

the faith and the punishment is going to Hell if one does not attend.  

https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Qur%27an,_Hadith_and_Scholars:Hell.)  
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The five-time-a-day prayer shapes the people.  They live in the inner connection with 

God. (Allah) "Inschallah!" / "God (Allah) willing!" – This phrase can often be heard when 

something is being planned.  God, Allah, has something to do with their lives.   

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT.  There are more verses in the Koran concerning the 

possession of sex slaves than there are verses concerning prayer.  

(https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Qur%27an,_Hadith_and_Scholars:Slavery)  Allah is not God 

and God is not Allah.  When a Muslim uses God for the translation of Allah, it is an 

attempt to convince the Kafir that God is Allah.  It is a lie, and the Muslims know that it 

is a lie.    God is not Allah!   No logic is convincing that Allah is God or God is Allah.  

There are several internet sites concerning this subject matter.  Many of them are 

apologetic to Islam.  One of the best logical proofs that God is not Allah or Allah is not 

God is at https://www.oneplace.com/ministries/bible-answer-man/read/articles/is-the-

allah-of-islam-the-god-of-the-bible-by-hank-hanegraaff-10578.html. 

Besides, you should know that the main disbelievers for Muslims are the religions of 

the world, including nature-oriented religions of primitive peoples.  The major non-

believers for Muhammad were Christian and Jews.  Muhammad said that Christians 

were polytheists because they believed in God the Father, God the Son, and God the 

Holy Ghost. 

Muhammad was intellectually unable to understand the concept of the Trinity.  

Muhammad hated the Jews because they refused to accept him as a prophet.  

Muhammad made unwarranted appropriation of Biblical history and personages, 

condemned the Jewish faith, and proclaimed himself as the last prophet.  Muhammad 

did not perform any miracles.  Muhammad could not show any requirement that he had 

to distinguish himself from a false claimant of prophecy. 

The Jews proclaimed him to be a madman or possessed by an evil spirit.  This 

characterization of Muhammad was carried into the Middle Ages as describing 

Muhammad as being psychologically unstable, perverted, deplorable, and a false 

prophet, as well as AntiChrist. 

These are the reasons Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) included Muhammad in his 

monumental work The Divine Comedy (1307-1321), where Dante placed him in the 
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ninth ditch of Malebolge, the eighth realm, which Dante conceived for those Sowers of 

Religious Discord in history who have caused schism. 

Christianity considers Muhammad to be a heretic and pervert, obsessed with sex with 

children – he married Aisha when she was six years old and consummated the 

marriage when she was nine years old.  Muhammad owned sex slaves, was a 

polygamist and lusted for carnal pleasure in the present life and the afterlife.  He 

claimed that Allah would marry him to Mary of Nazareth in the afterlife, thus making 

Mary a member of Muhammad's harem!  What blasphemy! 

Muhammad is characterized as a merciless sadist and destroyer of civilizations.  These 

are all characteristics that the 48 male prophets and the 7 female prophets of the Torah 

and the Bible do not possess. 

Furthermore, does JHWH, who is also the God of Christianity condone the following 

anywhere in the Torah or the Bible? 

9:1 [This is] A declaration of immunity from Allah and His Messenger to the 

polytheists with whom you had made a treaty. 

9:5 When the Sacred Months have passed, kill the polytheists wherever you 

find them.  And capture them, and besiege them, and lie in wait for them at 

every ambush.  But if they repent, and perform the prayers, and pay the 

alms, then let them go their way.  Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. 

9:28 O you who believe! The polytheists are polluted, so let them not 

approach the Sacred Mosque after this year of theirs.  And if you fear 

poverty, Allah will enrich you from His grace, if He wills.  Allah is Aware and 

Wise.. 

9:29 Fight those who do not believe in Allah, nor in the Last Day, nor forbid 

what Allah and His Messenger have forbidden, nor abide by the religion of 

truth—from among those who received the Scripture—until they pay the due 

tax, willingly or unwillingly. 
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9:33 It is He who sent His Messenger with the guidance and the religion of 

truth, in order to make it prevail over all religions, even though the idolaters 

dislike it. 

9:73 O Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and be 

stern with them.  Their abode is Hell—what a miserable destination! 

9:111 Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their properties 

in exchange for Paradise.  They fight in Allah’s way, and they kill and get 

killed.  It is a promise binding on Him in the Torah, and the Gospel, and the 

Quran.  And who is more true to his promise than Allah? So rejoice in making 

such an exchange—that is the supreme triumph. 

9:123 O you who believe! Fight those of the disbelievers who attack you, 

and let them find severity in you, and know that Allah is with the righteous. 

Hindu, Buddhist, Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish religions have a process of 

redemption that is ethical (concerning the conduct of one's life) and moral (concerning 

the rights and wrongs in life).   

In Hinduism, salvation comes through a process of self-realization, a process known 

as Moksha.  In Hinduism, redemption is through Moksha, not through Jesus 

Christ.  This is not to say it is JHWH's paradise, but it is to say that for a Hindu, as well 

as a non-Hindu, a comparison to JHWH's paradise is possible.   

In Buddhism, one reaches salvation by being free from suffering and reaching 

Nirvana.  In Buddhism, redemption is through reaching Nirvana, not through Jesus 

Christ. This is not to say it is JHWH's paradise, but it is to say that for a Buddhist, as 

well as a non-Buddhist, a comparison to JHWH's paradise is possible.   

Roman Catholicism, Protestantism and its various denominations such as Methodism, 

Evangelicalism, Lutheranism, etc. reach salvation through JHWH and Jesus 

Christ.  For believing Roman Catholics and Protestants, redemption is through Jesus 

Christ.  JHWH's process of redemption is by delivering salvation through the crucifixion 

of Jesus Christ, the highest good of having His Son die for the salvation of human 

sinners.  This is the way to JHWH's Paradise.     
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In Judaism, there is no trinity.  There is one God only!  Jews do repentance for their 

sins by conducting ethical self-transformation.  Jews believe that when the Messiah 

comes, the ills of humankind will be solved, if not vanish.  The Messiah will cause the 

spiritual regeneration of humanity and redeem the world from war and suffering, thus 

leading humankind to universal brotherhood under one God.  Jews prepare for the day 

when the Messiah (Moschiach) will come by striving to live their lives by honoring the 

words of the Torah and conducting themselves according to the laws of the Ten 

Commandments.  

There are two primary Jewish texts that describe the process of repentance.  The first 

text is by the Sephardic Jewish philosopher Maimonides (1135-1204), who wrote about 

the process of repentance in Rules of Repentance in the Mishneh Torah (ca. 1170-

1180).   The second text is by Rabbenu Yonah of Gerona 1200-1263/1264), who wrote 

the Gates of Repentance (first appeared in 1505), a standard work of Jewish ethics 

which says that a sinner can repent by:  

• acting and speaking with humility; 

• acting in a way opposite to that of the sin (for example, for the sin of lying, one 

should speak the truth); 

• confessing the sin; 

• correcting the sin however possible (for example, if one stole an object, the 

stolen item must be returned; or, if one slanders another, the slanderer must 

ask the injured party for forgiveness); 

• forsaking the sin;  

• praying for atonement; 

• pursuing works of lovingkindness (chesed) and truth; 

• refraining from committing the same sin if the opportunity presents itself again; 

• refraining from lesser sins for the purpose of safeguarding oneself against 

committing greater sins; 

• regrettingacknowledging the sin; 

• remembering the sin for the rest of one's life;  

• teaching others not to sin. 

• understanding the magnitude of the sin; 

• worrying about the future consequences of the sin;1 

 

1 The listing is at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repentance_in_Judaism, accessed on 9 September 2019. 
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 Judaism places a high value on morality that is defined in the laws of God:  the Torah 

and the Ten Commandments. 

Salvation is closely connected to the idea of redeeming the people of Israel from myriad 

exiles.  When the Messiah comes, there will be a final redemption from the Jews 

contemporary exile, which is only a small portion of the Promised Land.    "All Jews will 

return to the Land of Israel, where they will throw off the yoke of their enemies and 

undergo a complete spiritual revival.  They will embrace the faith of their forefathers 

and dedicate themselves to God's service forever."2
 

In Judaism, God is the universal spirit and Creator of the World.  God is the source of 

all salvation for humanity.  However, humanity must honor God by observing God's 

principles embodied in the Torah, in which God taught His people the sanctification of 

the individual and He expects them to function spiritually according to the rules of the 

Ten Commandments.   

In Judaism salvation is not limited to Jews only, but people must observe and practice 

the ethical patterns of behavior that are codified in the Torah and the Ten 

Commandments, which are precepts to live the ethical and moral way of life.  

Although there are claims that Islam is the salvation for the world, Islam has no 

ethical and moral process to deliver salvation to human sinners. 

There are 86 references to Jews in the Koran.  None of the references are 

positive.  The goal of Islam is the destruction of cultures and peoples who do not 

believe in Allah/Islam/Muhammad.  The goal of JHWH is the creation of eternal life 

through the redemption of the JHWH code by Yahshua.  

 

2
 https://www.aish.com/jl/li/m/48924282.html, accessed on 9 September 2019. 
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The salvation process for Muslims is as Edward Gibbon wrote:  "(to employ) even 

the vices of mankind as the instruments of their salvation" and the "use of fraud and 

perfidy, or cruelty and injustice, (are) subservient to the propagation of the faith."3
 

To compare the crucifixion of Jesus Christ to being killed for Allah and to kill in 

the path of Allah is the highest form of blasphemy of JHWH.  To consider the extinction 

of the Jewish nation as being necessary according to the so-called divine command of 

Allah is the epitome of desecration against God's Chosen People.  

In 2016 alone, there was one Christian killed for their faith every six minutes. 

(https://on.rt.com/7z6g)   In the last 1400-plus years of Islam, Muslims have killed 

between 800,000,000 and up to one billion people because they were not believers in 

Islam.  The Islamic despot Tamerlane (1336-1405) had 100,000 non-Muslims 

beheaded in one day.  (https://listverse.com/2018/01/15/10-terrors-of-the-tyrant-

tamerlane/)   Muhammad ordered that the members of the Banu Qurayza Hebrew Tribe 

in Medina be beheaded.  (https://wikiislam.net/wiki/The_Genocide_of_Banu_Qurayza)  

From https://www.amazon.com/Prophet-Muhammad-Ordered-Behead-

Religion/dp/0986081639 

Jewish Hatred Is A Religious Mandate Under Islam. Islam Not A Religion  

"The immense hatred of the Jews began in the time of Mohammed, by Mohammed. 

The Qur'an, the Hadiths, and the events in Mohammed s life will explain the hatred 

that began with Mohammed and continued in his followers to this day. Mohammed was 

incensed that the Jews did not accept him as a prophet. They were allowed to leave 

with their lives but had to turn over all their property and wealth to Mohammed. Can 

you imagine the gain that the Muslims got from this? And Mohammed accused the 

Jews of being greedy! Mohammed's idea of killing all the Jews is more than genocide. 

It is to attempt to abrogate the promise of Yahweh. Trying to wipe the Jews from the 

face of the earth seems like a strategy that the Devil would try in nullifying the words 

of Yahweh. 

 

3 Edward Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Vol.  II, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago: 1952, p.  244.   
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The question is: who is God? Yahweh or Allah? It is well established fact that the 

Prophet of Islam is well known to this modern world as the most vicious warrior Prophet 

(involved in hundreds of battles) having an infamous history of myriads of cruelties, 

killings, beheadings, plundering, pillages, enslavements, sexual lusts of ludicrous 

proportion. But so what? Hypocritical Islamists are bent to deny all of the Jews, and in 

doing so, they will bring all sorts of ludicrous arguments and cock and bull stories. 

Mohammed clearly approved of the entire slaughter of all Jewish males over puberty 

who belonged to the Banu Qurayza, and he just sat back and watched the beheadings 

of Jews one after one, into the hundreds, and eventually every Jewish male over 

puberty (over 1000 Jews) was killed for remaining loyal to Judaism. … Muhammad 

said in many places that he has been "ordered by Allah to fight men until they testify 

that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is his messenger." 

In the last nine years of his life, he ordered no less than 65 military campaigns to do 

exactly that. Muhammad inspired his men to war with the basest of motives, using 

captured loot, sex, and a gluttonous paradise as incentives. He beheaded captives, 

enslaved children, and raped women captured in battle. Again, Muslims are told to 

emulate the example of Muhammad. 

After Muhammad died, the people who lived with him and knew his religion best 

immediately fell into war with each other. Three of the first four Muslim rulers (caliphs) 

were murdered. All of them were among Muhammad's closest companions. The third 

caliph was killed by allies of the son of the first who was murdered by the fifth caliph a 

few years later, then wrapped in the skin of a dead donkey and burned. The fourth 

caliph (Ali) was stabbed to death after a bitter dispute with the fifth. The fifth caliph 

went on to poison one of Muhammad's two favorite grandsons. The other grandson 

was later beheaded by the sixth caliph. The infighting and power struggles between 

Muhammad's family members, closest companions and their children only intensified 

with time. Within 50 short years of Muhammad's death, even the Kaaba, which had 

stood for centuries under pagan religion, lay in ruins from internal Muslim war... .  And 

that's just the fate of those within the house of Islam! 

Muhammad directed Muslims to wage war on other religions and bring them under 

submission to Islam. Within the first few decades following his death, his Arabian 
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companions invaded and conquered Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist and 

Zoroastrian lands. A mere 25 years after Muhammad's death, Muslim armies had 

captured land and people within the borders of over 28 modern countries outside of 

Saudi Arabia." 

And the basic values that the Islamic faith conveys also have a beneficial effect on 

living together. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  What are the fundamental values that Islam conveys?  

Suras 8:12 and  47:4 are commands from Allah that sanction beheadings!  Such are 

the fundamental values!) 

People have a sense of togetherness.  They look at each other and take care of others, 

especially in the family. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  Sense of togetherness?  Muslims are for Muslims only.  

They care nothing about Kafirs.  They observe each other, mainly the men observe the 

women so that the women can be controlled! 

Hospitality is sacred. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT.   Although the Koran speaks of hospitality, for example, in 

Sura 51: 24-27, the behavior regarding hospitality was adopted from the Hebrews who 

lived in Arabia.  It was these Jewish tribes that Muhammad annihilated.  In Islam, 

hospitality is a non-violent method of Jihad to convince Kafirs that Islam is the best 

belief system.  Muslims will undertake anything legal, illegal, moral, immoral, ethical or 

unethical in order to advance Islam.  Their intent is not hospitality, but the sly 

advancement of Islam through civilizational Jihad with deception.   

We experienced a heartfelt willingness to help.  So some things are more relaxed with 

them than with us, … also the road traffic.  We could learn something from that.  

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:  If you want to learn something about Muslims and Islam, 

open your eyes and broaden your horizon by reading the following suggested writings 

The sources listed below are well documented and present the truths about Islam. 
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 http://thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/the_koran_th

e_most_evil_and_dangerous_book-converted.pdf. Pages 7 and 8 have a 

listing of what Muhammad advocated and what Muslims believe to be holy 

actions.  Pages 25-37 have a listing of hatreds in the Koran.  Insults to women 

are on page 40. 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muham

mad_epilectic_pedophile_psychopath.pdf  

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is

_not_tolerant.pdf  

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is

_not_peaceful.pdf  

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/thought

provokingaffirmativedisclosurespertainingtoislam3.pdf  

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/deadlyc

onceptsofthecancerislam.pdf  

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/howtod

onumberoneandnumbertwoproperly.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/burnthe

koran.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/rebuttal.

pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_very_

confused_and_brainwashed_muslim.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/acaseof

academicamentia.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/hijra.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/german

ybelongstoislam.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/anexam

pleofhypocrisy.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/theemir

soralcrap.pdf 
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 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muslim

sareindigenoustoamerica.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/akafirbr

otherhood.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/trump_i

s_right_about_islam_and_muslims_in_sweden_2.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_congr

essional_representative_of_evil.pdf  Pages 3, 4 and 30-34 have listings of 

what Muslims believe. 

*** 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/national

geographic1001inventions.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/national

geographicsociety1001inventionsparttwo.pdf  

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/national

geographicsociety1001inventionspartthree.pdf 

 http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/natlgeo

graphicsociety_1001inventionspartfour.pdf 

*** 

 https://vladtepesblog.com/ 

 https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/05/05/this-mosque-is-the-greatest-scandal-in-

france/ 

 https://gatesofvienna.net/ 

 https://gatesofvienna.net/2019/04/islam-cant-change-and-wont-change/  

 https://gellerreport.com/ 

 https://www.jihadwatch.org/ 

 https://www.thereligionofpeace.com/ 

 https://www.memri.org/ 

 https://www.cspii.org/   

 https://www.cspii.org/de/artikel 

 https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Islam_and_the_People_of_the_Book  
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 http://www.faithfreedom.org/oped/sina50218.htm 

 http://www.faithfreedom.org/Author/Sina.htm  

 

*** 

Selected Books: 

 Bobzin, Hartmut. translator,  Der Koran, Beck’sche Reihe, München:  2012. 

 Burleigh, F. W.  It’s All About Muhammad   A Biography of the World’s Most 

Notorious Prophet,  Zenga Boooks, Portland, Oregon:  2014. 

 Bynum, Rebecca.  Allah Is Dead   Why Islam Is Not A Religion,  New English 

Review Press:  Nashville, Tennessee, 2011. 

 Dame, Frederick William.  The Muslim Discovery of America, Books On 

Demand, Norderstedt:  2013. 

 Faye, Guillaume.  Understanding Islam, Arktos Media, Ltd.:  2016. 

 Tabitha Korol, Confronting The Deception   Inflamed by  9/11, Fired up by 

Eight Bad Years, Tabitha Korol, Cleveland, Ohio:  2018.  

(https://www.amazon.com/Confronting-Deception-Inflamed-fired-

eight/dp/1986925501.) 

 Natan, Yoel.  Moon - o - Theism, 2 volumes, Yoel 

Natan:  2006.  (https://www.amazon.com/Moon-theism-Religion-Moon-

Prophet/dp/1411601068) 

 Neuman, Jake.  Prophet Muhammad:  Monster of History, lulu.com.:  2015. 

(https://www.amazon.com/Prophet-Muhammad-Monster-Jake-

Neuman/dp/1329527607) 

 Sale, George.  BP109 .S3 1734 "Koran, commonly called the Alcoran of 

Mohammed, tr. into English immediately from the original Arabic; with 

explanatory notes, taken from the most approved commentators. To which is 

prefixed a preliminary discourse. By George Sale." At 

http://posner.library.cmu.edu/Posner/books/book.cgi?OCLC=1135206. 

 Sarrazin, Thilo.  Deutschland Schafft Sich Ab  Wie wir unser Land aufs Spiel 

Setzen, Deutscher Verlags Anstalt, München:  2010. 

 Sarrazin, Thilo.  Feindliche Übernahme  Wie der Islam den Fortschritt 

behindert und die Gesellschaft bedroht, FinanzBuch Verlag, München  20187 
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 Servier, Andre.  Islam and the Psychology of the Muslim   An Adapted Reprint 

edited by Bill Warner,  Center for the Study of Political Islam:  2012. 

 Sheindlin, J. K.  Questions that Islam Can't Answer, jkscheindlin.com:  2017 

 Sheindlin, J. K.  The People vs Muhammad  Psychological analysis, 

jkscheindlin.com:  2015 

 Sina, Ali.  Understanding Muhammad and Muslims, Fwelibri.com:  2014 

 Spencer, Robert.  https://www.amazon.de/Robert-Spencer/e/B001JPACI0  All 

books by Robert Spencer are well written and thoroughly documented. 

 

Dr. Kohl, the Muslims you encountered in Morocco have been brainwashed! 

God's Word creates Life.  Muhammad's and Allah's Word creates Death! 

 

(John 8:32:  Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.) 

Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
September 10, 2019 
 

P.S.:  You are a Christian.  I am a Christian.  This fact alone is enough for any Muslim 

to behead us in order to pay honor to Muhammad and his ultra-ego Allah! 

 


